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In recent years, world events have expedited the need for the design and 
application of rapidly deployable airborne surveillance systems in urban environments.  
Fast and effective use of the surveillance images requires accurate modeling of the terrain 
being surveyed. The process of accurately modeling buildings, landmarks, or other items 
of interest on the surface of the earth, within a short lead time, has proven to be a 
challenging task.  One approach of high importance for countering this challenge and 
accurately reconstructing 3D objects is through the employment of airborne 3D image 
acquisition platforms.  While developments in this arena have significantly risen, there 
remains a wide gap in the verification of accuracy between the acquired data and the 
actual ground-truth data.  In addition, the time and cost of verifying the accuracy of the 
acquired data on airborne imaging platforms has also increased.  This thesis investigation 
proposes to design and test a small-scale 3D imaging platform to aid in the verification of 
current image acquisition, registration and processing algorithms at a lower cost in a 
controlled lab environment.  A rich data set of images will be acquired and the use of 
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I.  Introduction 
Motivation for Research 
Methods of surveillance during battlefield scenarios, intelligence gathering 
operations, counter-drug operation and various other surveillance applications are of 
increasing importance in combating terrorism and other illegal activity.  Accurate 
modeling of buildings, landmarks or other items of interest on the surface of the earth has 
proven to be a challenging task for many scientists and engineers.  One approach of high 
interest to many industries and the military for countering the challenge and accurately 
reconstructing 3D objects is through the employment of airborne 3D image acquisition 
platforms.   
  One such focused group which has researched, develop d and tested an airborne 
image acquisition platform was created under a program named Project Angel Fire [1].  
Project Angel Fire is a joint endeavor represented by the Air Force Institute of 
Technology, Los Alamos National Lab and the US Strategic Command.  The program 
has already demonstrated many advances in image acquisition, registration and 
processing from an airborne platform.  The basic principle of operation combines a large 
number of cameras mounted in a single framework with a slight offset in their respective 
boresights.  As a whole, the array of cameras covers a wide field of view; however, 
separately each camera independently acquires images ov r a narrow field of view.  
When combined, the camera array lends itself to be modeled as a single wide-angle 
camera, particularly when the image footprint on the ground is larger than the spacing 
between the cameras.  The surveillance aircraft flies in a circular pattern above a  
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designated zone and persistently observes and images  large area from a steadily 
changing perspective.  The camera system is mounted o  the right side of the aircraft and 
positioned pointing downward.  Once sufficient images have been received, an  
ortho-rectified image sequence is computed by swift registration of the video sequence 













Figure 1:  Project Angel Fire Concept of Operation.  Airborne 
surveillance platform shown orbiting over a specific scene [1]. 
 
Although technology is progressing in surveillance imaging, there still remains 
intrinsic problems associated with image registration.  A few of the problems exist with 
the variations in perspective, rotation and scale of the acquired surface objects as well as 
the high speed at which registration must be accomplished to be tactically relevant.  The 
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underlying problems have been solved in the scientif c sense; however, the massive size 
of the image and video frame data calls for radically new and customized algorithms to 
produce acceptable performance results.  To a limited extent, the performance results can 
be sustained if 3D models of the terrain being imaged are used to steer the registration 
process.  Therein rests a set of experimental challenges: 
A)  Acquiring the 3D model 
B)  Verifying the accuracy of the 3D model 
C)  Benchmarking various algorithmic tradeoffs in using the 3D model 
Such comprehensive goals entail access to highly-controlled experimental evaluations 
involving terrain as large as several kilometers in each direction – an expensive and time 
consuming effort. 
Another range of practical problems arise from several other conditions.  One 
concern is the inevitable deviations in the motion of the imaging platform as a result of 
varying flight conditions.  Weather, winds, turbulenc  and other atmospheric phenomena 
can create unfavorable platform vibrations and skewed motion which complicates the 
imaging solutions.  Airborne platforms also have inherent errors in determining their true 
position relative to the earth due to errors in navig tional data received from GPS or INS 
positioning systems.  Furthermore, problems exist during the image feature extraction 
process including sun and sensor elevation, azimuth, shadows, occlusions, edge 
definition, noise and saturation of bright surfaces [3].  All of the stated issues raise 
scientific inquiry for the need to more accurately study these factors in a lower cost and 




This thesis proposes to develop and test a small-scle 3D image acquisition and 
test platform by which to validate a class of image registration algorithms.  An essential 
first step is to compute the true perspective of the observed objects and estimate the 
instantaneous camera position and orientation with respect to a small set of known 
objects on the ground.  This step will aid in facilitating the computation of the position 
and depth information in the rest of the scene and help create the digital terrain maps.  
The method should be robust over a wide range of perspective and scale in the encircling 
pattern of the overhead stereo camera platform.  A small-scale lab imaging platform will 
also allow for image calibration, registration and processing algorithms to be tested on a 
ground-based truth model.  Accurate 3D data of objects in the lab can easily be obtained 
by a simple manual measurement of the objects (X, Y and Z (depth)) and will aid in 
verifying imaging model algorithms being used on large-scale airborne platforms. In 
addition (for future work), we have incorporated a mechanism to project a stripe and 
facilitate direct 3D computation of all illuminated points on that stripe as recorded by the 
video camera. The current imaging platform was designed with the following 
characteristics: 
A) Modular – Hardware and software components of the system should be easily 
constructed and allow for swift reconfiguration during operation. 
B) Scalable – System operating parameters and configurat on should be 
employable at various facilities without any major modifications. 
C) Integration – Should abide by current FCC rules andregulations.  Common 
electrical and computer outlets should be utilized. 
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D) Low Cost – Should use commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware. 
E) Easy Configuration and Maintenance – Design should allow for easy setup in 
a variety of settings. 
The system design, operation and functional output parameters will be kept to the scope 
of this thesis with a look at potential uses and future upgrades. 
Significance of Research 
 A long term goal and challenge of the Air Force and other services is persistent 
and pervasive surveillance.  Despite a large number of research efforts and published 
works on image registration and object recognition, there is a critical need for a  
small-scale test bed which can replicate the varying conditions of airborne imaging 
platforms and still provide valid image sets.  Due to the high complexity and range of 
objects in an urban environment, obtaining a verification of the perspective, location and 
scale of the objects or structures is a complex undertaking and, therefore, provides 
uncertainty in evaluating the accuracy of measurements and feature recognition. The 
uncertainty in predicting the true position of an object, relative to the airborne imaging 
platform, is not a problem unique to current Air Force projects.  The same problem is 
evident on Ikonos, a commercial earth observation satellite, which was the first to collect 
and make public high-resolution imagery at the 1- and 4- meter resolution.  Fraser [3] 
reports most of the published work on geometric processing of Ikonos imagery has 
surrounded the topic of insufficient accuracy in determining its full metric potential, 
namely the geometric accuracy of 3D positioning from stereo and multi-image coverage.    
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Other problems arise in the cost and approvals requir d to operate such a  
real-world platform in an urban environment.  A small-scale lab imaging platform could 
be used as a lower expense test bed to allow for a faster verification of current algorithms 
used in the acquisition, registration and processing of known objects.  Such a system 
could provide a quick turn around time in testing and developing new registration and 
tracking techniques.    
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II. Background and Theory 
Overview 
 The purpose of this chapter is to present the background for stereo image 
registration, acquisition and processing in 2D and 3D scenarios.  Particular attention will 
be focused on identifying existing approaches and deployment methods, including both 
past and present stereo imaging systems design.  3D target tracking systems with 
intelligent and automatic control systems using stereo imaging solutions are rapidly 
becoming more popular in government and commercial industrial applications.  Stereo 
object tracking systems can imitate the 3D depth perception experienced in human vision 
by using the binocular disparity between the left and right cameras – similar to our left 
and right eyes.  In the case of an airborne surveillance platform, as an aircraft circles 
above an area of interest, it acquires a steady stream of video images of varying 
perspective of fixed assets on the ground.  Any two images separated by a relatively short 
time between their acquisitions will form the basis for stereo analysis, and thus a 3D 
perception of the observed scene.   
Several low cost and economic systems will be described and a brief history of 
the design and development of the CCD camera and its significance in the field of 3D 
imaging systems will be covered.  The feasibility of developing a small-scale imaging 
platform as a verification tool for detecting, locating and tracking an object in a 
framework such as Project Angel Fire, will be discussed and demonstrated.  
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Historical Background  
A wide array of stereo imaging systems exist in various government and 
commercial marketplaces.  Although the concepts for ste eo and machine vision in 
manufacturing dates back to the 1930’s [4], the demand for real-time imaging acquisition 
and processing systems didn’t really begin until the mid-1960’s when computer 
technology began displaying the speed and efficiency attractive to potential markets.  In 
1970, Dr. Willard Boyle and Dr. George Gomez of Bell Labs developed the world’s first 
solid-state video camera or CCD, which is still used today in many products including 
digital cameras, camcorders, high-definition television, security monitoring, medical 
endoscopy, modern astronomy and video conferencing applications [4].  The newly 
discovered technology demonstrated the transmission of an electric charge along the 
surface of a semiconductor called the photoelectric effect.  The photoelectric effect (or 
Hertz effect), commonly described by scientists [5], is a phenomena which takes place 
after exposing a metallic surface to electromagnetic radiation that is above a certain 
threshold frequency specific to the material and its surface condition.  A current is 
produced when the photons are absorbed.  Conservation of energy principles illustrate 
that as the energy of the incident photon is absorbed by the electrons it can escape from 
the material surface with a finite kinetic energy called photoelectricity.  A CCD receives 
a charge from this photoelectronic energy and commonly reacts to 70% of the incident 
light versus 2% on a photographic type film [6].    The CCD camera then transforms 
these patterns of light into electrical signals.  First, a capacitor array collects an image 
projected by a lens, allowing each capacitor to accumulate an electric charge proportional 
to the intensity of the light at that location.  A two-dimensional array (video and still 
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cameras) captures the whole image or a rectangular portion of it while a one-dimensional 
array (line-scan cameras) captures a single slice of the image.  Once the array has been 
exposed to the image, a control circuit causes eachc pacitor to shift its contents to its 
neighbor.  The charge is converted into a voltage once the last capacitor in the array 
dumps its charge into an amplifier.  The control circuit, after several repetitions, changes 
the entire contents of the array into a varying voltage, which it samples, digitizes and 
stores in memory [6].  An appreciation of CCD sensitivity [7] can be seen in Figure 2 
showing the quantification of different sources of lux or illumination. 
Table 1:  Lux (Illumination) Quantitative Comparisons. 
Luminance Example 
0.00005 lux Starlight 
1 lux Moonlight 
10 lux Candle one foot away 
400 lux A brightly lit office 
400 lux Sunrise or sunset on a clear day. 
1000 lux Typical TV studio lighting 
1000 lux 
Level capable of producing small shifts in the 
human biological clock 
10000 lux 
Level capable of resynchronizing the human 
biological clock to a new schedule 
32000 lux Sunlight on an average day (min.) 




The development of the CCD camera made a significant impact on stereo imaging and 
the science of creating the perception of a 3D image or model from separate 2D images.  
It is well known in this discipline that by taking two or more 2D images from various 
directions and transforming between the world coordinates and the image coordinates, a 
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3D profile of an object can be created.  Several optical systems have used CCD 
technology to advance the field of stereo imaging ad pplications as shown in the 
following vision system descriptions.   
Vision Systems 
System 1:  3D Vision Sensor with Multiple CCD Cameras [8] 
A high speed, accurate 3D visual inspection system was developed for printed 
circuit boards (PCBs) without using expensive or sophisticated optical equipment.  Using 
up to 17 CCD cameras arranged in a hemispheric pattern, various optimal combinations 
were used to detect the precise 3D positions of components on a PCB after applying 
stereo image matching algorithms.  Stereo image matching was resolved using the 
brightness distribution between a two camera combinatio  with the use of a two step DP 
method beginning at the pixel level followed by an 8 times sub-pixel expansion.  The 
desired accuracy (1 mm) and rapid processing time (< 10 ms) for PCB board inspection 
was achieved and lends to the technology of rapid 3D image acquisition at a low cost 
without the use of expensive, high-tech equipment. 
 
System 2:  Adaptive 3D Target Tracking and Surveillance Scheme based on  
Pan/Tilt-Embedded Stereo Camera System [9] 
Stereo vision has also aided in the development of an adaptive real-time 
intelligent face tracking system.  In this system, sequential stereo image pairs were 
acquired at a rate of 30 frames per second (fps), at a resolution of 320 x 240 pixels, 
allowing for a geometric measurement of distance and the 3D coordinates.  By 
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incorporating a robotic pan/tilt system the developrs were able to create an algorithm 
centered on the subject of interest and record position displacement data that was in turn 
relayed to the pan/tilt system for tracking.  Standard deviation of the position 
displacement of the target in the horizontal and vertical directions were low at an average 
of 1.5 pixels, while the error ratio between the measured and computed 3D coordinate 
values of the target was 0.5% on average [9].  Thissignificant research implies real-time 
target tracking using an active vision stereo imaging system is attainable and adds value 
to investigating the feasibility of creating a small-scale test bed to validate various other 
sensor data. 
Relevant Research  
Project Angel Fire [1] 
 Project Angel Fire is a USSTRATCOM requested and spon ored airborne 
surveillance platform being developed and tested to counter the IED and urban warfare 
issues.  In collaboration with Los Alamos National L b and AFIT, the program aims to 
provide real-time tactical situational awareness of city-size urban environments.  
USSTRATCOM requests that the surveillance platform be able to identify suspicious 
targets and track them in time and space with the ability to communicate the information 
to operational users in rapid succession.  In addition, the platform needs to have the 
ability to characterize IED events during the pre- and post- detonation phases.   All 
detected events must be able to be played forward and b ckward in time for higher level 
analysis.  Figure 2 [1] shows the Angel Fire conceptual approach to target, acquire and 
relay tactical information.  In short, Project Angel Fire desires to deploy an airborne 
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platform to a medium-size urban environment to loiter for extended periods of time and 
relay images in high resolution.  Of particular interest to this thesis is the feasibility of 
Project Angel Fire to acquire and register the images.  The development of a small-scale 
imaging test bed, which essentially emulates the image acquisition process of an Angel 
Fire airborne platform, could prove to be a viable time and cost saver in verifying the 
accuracy and overall effectiveness of current image processing algorithms.   
 
 
Figure 2:  Project Angel Fire.  Airborne surveillance platform and 




Details of an extensive literature search provided a historical and current view of 
research efforts and a sample of the applications in stereo imaging relevant to this thesis.  
The background and operation of the CCD camera was described and several examples 
of its uses were shown with the center of interest on Project Angel Fire, a current and 
relevant Air Force project.  A number of universities, including Stanford, are also 
focusing on similar problems under the broad topics of persistent surveillance,  
video-SAR and light-field imaging.  The discussion llustrated that stereo imaging is not a 
new concept; however, its uses and implementation into various new areas of science and 





This chapter will discuss the materials and methods by which the proposed 
benchmark imaging research was conducted.  First, a brief description of the research 
facility and the equipment used will be covered.  Next, a description of the small-scale 
stereo imaging platform setup and its associated har ware is given.  To finalize the 
chapter, an explanation of the test setup and procedures is detailed and followed by a 
methodology conclusion.    
Human Effectiveness Facility 
The research was performed at the Air Force Research Laboratory, Human 
Effectiveness Directorate, Biosciences and Protection Division, Biomechanics Branch at 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, in Building 824.  The facility has a spacious area 
on the ground level used for various experiments and was an ideal place to set up the 
imaging platform and network of computers.  Also located in this area of the building 
was a heavy duty 2000 pound max load capacity winch which was used to raise and 
lower the stereo imaging platform (approx 50 lbs) for data collection.  The maximum 
height of the cameras at the operating limit of the winch in this particular facility was  
6.5 ft, high enough to capture images of the objects placed in the view of the camera pair 
through a 360 degree rotation.  Other facilities may offer different winch options for 





Two CCD cameras captured the field objects in monochrome stereo and stored 












Figure 3:  Imaging Platform Flowchart.  Relay of 2D image 
data through electronic components from the input object to 
the output display. 
 
the memory of a remote laptop computer.  The setup and flow of operations is described 
in Figure 3.  The remote laptop computer on the imag ng platform was wirelessly 
operated from a main computer at 54 Mbps to download and process the image 
information received.   
The first set of images captured was of a test field for calibration purposes and the 
second set of images captured was of a “mock scene” described later.  A full 360 degree 
rotation of the cameras took place for each set of images, in essence to simulate one 











images were taken under ambient room lighting conditions and the left and right images 
for each set were acquired in real time.  The image siz  and baseline were also varied 
between the two sets of images captured to allow for a more diverse image set for 
analysis.  Table 2 outlines the parameters used in ach of the two different baseline image 
sets. 
 














The design of the platform was created with several considerations in mind as 
outlined in the introduction.  First, the platform needed to be easily constructed using 
market competitive or off-the-shelf components and have the ability to be transportable to 
facilitate future research in stereo imaging.  Second, the platform needed to be robust 
enough to withstand being disassembled and reassembled or have components which 
could be easily replaced quickly at a low cost.  Finally and most importantly, the platform 
needed to be designed to capture images in stereo combination through a 360 degree 
Parameter 10 ft Baseline 8 ft Baseline
Left Camera Height (mm) 1993.5 1993.5
Right Camera Height (mm) 1962.15 1962.15
Exact Baseline (mm) 2898.775 2305.05
Captured Image Pixel Size 640 x 480 320 x 240
Calibration Images Captured 
(single 360 deg rotation)
20 21
Mock Scene Images Captured 




rotation.  Several iterations of the design have ben xplored and a final design was 









Figure 4:  Small-scale Imaging Platform.  Completed design in 
background with associated computer operating network shown in 
front. 
 
design consists of a base structure, modified ceiling fan, adjustable camera baseline rod, 
two CCD cameras, laptop tub and a digital projector (for future work).   
Base Structure 
 The base structure and mounting surface of the platform consists of a  
2 x 3 x ¾ inch section of plywood as shown from both sides in Figure 5 and Figure 6.  A 
more detailed description of their orientation on the platform will be described in each 
component’s subsection of this thesis.  The platform is held from each corner by plastic 











Figure 5:  Imaging Platform Base (top left view).  Image platform 
shown with steel cable supports and associated electrical connectors 










Figure 6:  Imaging Platform Base (top right view).  Image platform 
shown with steel cable supports, digital projector and remote laptop 
computer tub. 
The heavy duty cables and mounts ensured the platform did not become a safety hazard 
during the raising or lowering throughout the image acquisition process. Two steel rings 
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are also attached to each pair of cables (at opposite ends of the base board) and will allow 
for either a central mounting point at the approximate center-of-gravity or for 2 separate 
mounting points depending on the facility used. 
Modified Ceiling Fan 
 The modified ceiling fan (Figure 7) and the 10 ft adjustable camera baseline rod 
were designed to allow for a smooth circular rotatin of the 2 CCD cameras and provided 
the best COTS alternative for the ease of assembly and low cost.  The ceiling fan readily 
 
Figure 7:  Modified Ceiling Fan.  Left image shows the fan attachment 
to the bottom of the base platform.  Right image shows the circular 
base plate added to the fan with U-clamps to hold the 10 ft. camera 
rod. 
 
consists of the internal mechanisms, such as pre-seal d ball bearings and a rotating shaft, 
which would sustain a long life of repeated use.  The ceiling fan has also been left with 
its electrical components intact to allow for future modifications or studies where power 
may be applied for rotation.   
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Camera Baseline Rod and CCD Cameras 
 The adjustable camera baseline rod is a simple 10 ft steel hollow tube.  Several 
types of cameras and mounting devices can be used at any point along the rod allowing 
for easier baseline adjustments and more flexibility n the image acquisition process.   
Figure 8 shows the Videre Systems STH-MDCS-VAR CCD cameras [10] used 
throughout the experimentation and their orientation along the camera baseline rod. 
 
 
Figure 8:  CCD Cameras and Camera Baseline Rod.  CCD cameras 
and their relative size (left).  CCD camera mounted on the baseline 
rod and attached to the IEEE 1394 fire wire. 
 
The CCD cameras are low-power, compact digital stereo heads with an IEEE 1394 (fire 
wire) interface.  Each camera consists of two 1.3 megapixel progressive scan CMOS 
imagers with their own fire wire peripheral interface module.  The CMOS imagers are 
capable of up to a 1280 x 1024 pixel image in a monochrome ½ inch format.  The 
imagers are fully controllable through the fire wire interface and the user can set and 
adjust several camera characteristics including exposure, gain and decimation.   
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The dynamic range, sensitivity, and noise characteristics of the CMOS imagers allow for 
a wide-range of image acquisition.  Each camera is equipped with standard CS-mounted 
lenses for use with interchangeable optics and eachare electronically synchronized to one 
another, as well as to an 8 KHz clock on the IEEE 1394 interface, allowing images to be 
captured at exactly the same time.  The stereo cameras can be accessed and operated on 
MS Windows 98SE/ME/2000/XP and for Linux 2.4.x kernls and utilize software written 
by SRI International [11].  Camera calibration, stereo correlation and their results can 
also be accessed and manipulated through the use of th software package.   
Remote Laptop Computer Tub 
 A standard 5 gallon plastic storage container (Figure 9) was modified to hold a 
laptop functioning as the interface between the CCD cameras.  A 1 inch hole was cut out 
of each end of the tub allowing the camera baseline rod to pass completely through.  The 
tub and rod were then mounted to the ceiling fan usi g tandard hardware as shown in 
Figure 10.  
Digital Projector  
 A BenQ PB6200 Digital Projector was also mounted to the imaging platform as 
seen in Figure 11.   .  The projector can act as a stipe-gird projector to aid in the selection 
of edge points for image registration.  The projector was added to provide for future 
research into 3D image acquisition.  A rectangular portion of the base platform plywood 
was removed to allow for variations in the projection orientation with respect to the scene 











Figure 9:  Remote Laptop Computer Tub.  Remote laptop tub and 
IEEE 1394 fire wire camera interface.  The modified ceiling fan is also 












Figure 10:  Baseline Camera Rod Mounts.  U-clamps with spacer for 
baseline camera rod.  The rod holds the laptop tub, laptop and IEEE 
1394 fire wire camera interface.   
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will appear as a set of broken straight lines in the viewed images.  Discontinuities along 
these straight lines correspond to normal discontinuities on the underlying surfaces and 
the edge points can then be more easily extracted.  The mounting bracket for the projector 
was attached in such a way to allow for rotation of the projector and better align its field 











Figure 11:  Digital Projector.  BenQ PB6200 projector mounted to the 
vertical support.  Cutout shown in the base platform allows for 
adjustments to the projector field of transmission. 
 
Calibration 
Acquiring 3D images via a standard stereoscopic system proceeds through three 
basic procedures:  calibration, registration and processing.  During calibration, the normal 
process of obtaining 3D images from 2D information begins by aligning two or more 
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images of a scene.  Several different methods have istorically been used in calibrating a 
stereo camera system [13].  Usually one image will be the reference image and the other 
image will be matched pixel by pixel to the corresponding points in the reference image.  
By identifying the position of a known object in the reference image, the identities of the 
remaining objects and their position and orientation in another image can be determined. 
The cameras must be calibrated before the images can be matched in a stereo 
combination.   Reconstruction of the 3D structure in an image requires solving equations 
connecting the coordinates of a point in 3D space to the coordinates of the corresponding 
point in the image.  The goal of camera calibration is to recreate a perfect pinhole camera 
with exactly the same parallel optical axes and focal length.  In reality, most cameras are 
imperfect due to lens distortion, uneven focal lengths and misaligned optical axes.   
Camera calibration determines the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the stereo system 
which are used in compensating for their imperfections.  The intrinsic parameters correct 
for lens distortion and uneven focal length while th extrinsic parameters determine the 
spatial offset of the two cameras, the stereo baseline and any deviation from the parallel 
optical axis.  In other words, the intrinsic parameters are the parameters necessary to link 
the pixel coordinates of an image point with the corresponding coordinates in the camera 
reference frame and the extrinsic parameters are the parameters that define the position 
and orientation of the camera reference frame with respect to a known world reference  
frame [14].  The intrinsic and extrinsic parameters can then be used to adjust the camera 
images into a standard position as seen by two pinhole cameras with parallel optical axes.   







f Focal length R 3 x 3 Rotation matrix
Sx Horizontal pixel size 3-D Translation vector
Sy Vertical pixel size
Ox X-coord of image center
Oy Y-coord of image center




practices.  Table 3 defines the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters and the associated 
variables that were used.  Figure 12shows an example of the physical relationship 
between the world reference frame and the camera reference frame.   













Figure 12:  Camera to World Coordinate Transformation.  Point P in 















The calibration method chosen involves measuring the image coordinates  
( ), , 1,2, ,i iu v i N= ⋯  
  Where  iu  = x-coordinate of the image plane 
    iv  = y-coordinate of the image plane 
of several well known 3D points:  
( ), , , 1,2, ,i i iX Y Z i N= ⋯  
Then, we seek to solve a linear system of homogenous eq ations in 12 mutually 
constrained unknowns: 1 2 3 12, , , , .q q q q⋯   One standard approach to solving homogeneous 
equations is to set one of the unknowns as unity and then solve the system of equations 
for one less variable, followed by a suitable rescaling process. These unknowns are 
referred to in the P matrix below such that:  
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As previously stated, we set one of the variables equal to unity ( 12q ).  The other variables 




In this case, the scale factor is designated as “ε ” and we have an equation of the form:    






q A A A b
 
The scale factor,ε , can be determined from: 
2 2 2 2
9 10 11q q qε = + +  
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= = = =⋯  
A is a 2 11N ×  matrix and c is a 2 1N ×  vector.  The intrinsic and extrinsic parameters 
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defines the relationship between the focal length and pixel dimensions.  A common 
practice is to choose either the pixel dimension or the focal length as a ground-truth 
among the other ground-truths (namely the world coordinates of the control points).  The 
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terms: ( )0 0,u v  represent the true optical center expressed in the image coordinates 
(digitized grid).  The vector 
( , , )tx y zt t t=t  
is the position of the camera in the true world coordinate system. Finally, 1 2 3,  and r r r  
represent the direction cosines of the ,   and x y z axes of the camera respectively.  These 
values can be extracted as follows:  
3 3:    and  : .z zt T= =r q  
 
3 1 y 3 2: ,  and  :xα α= × = ×r q r q  
 




: ;    and   : .y zx zx y
x y
T v tT u t
t t
α α
−−= =  
 
  
It is important to note how the derivations were made.   
First let: 




w X X X c X
w Y Y Y c Y
w Z Z Z c Z
X r r r x T
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Z r r r z T
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       = +       
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where the columns 1 2,r r  and 3r of the matrix cR  represent the direction cosines of the  
X, Y, and Z axes of the camera coordinate system and T is the position of the camera 
measured from the world coordinate system.  Typically, the matrix cR  and vector cT  are 
known through information from the IMU and GPS respctively.   This equation is useful 
in computing the coordinates of targets from the images but with additional constraints.  
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where the vector t represents the location of the world-coordinate frame origin, measured 
with respect to the camera coordinate system.   Thus: 
 
 c c= −
tt R T .  
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The perspective projection of the overall system lets us conclude that:  
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These two equations can be solved numerically with at least 6 corresponding image point 
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where “s”  is an unknown scale factor corresponding to the exact distance of the object 










Figure 13:  Measured pixel coordinates in the image plane. 
 
Note that all values of 0,s > since the depth information is lost and the retinal pl ne is in 









      and,       0 0
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The plane [u,v,1]T instantiates that there is another plane parallel to the image plane and 
the retinal plane, however this time with z = 1.  Let the image grid be on this plane.  Now, 
we define:  
and        
0
0









where 0 0( , )u v  is the optical center on the z = 1 plane and 0 0( , )u v  is the location of the 
same optical center on the image grid measured in pixels and is subsequently 










Figure 14:  Planes involved in deriving the calibration model. 
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If we substitute 1 1,  and ,  u u v vk k
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Given a point ( ), ,x w wX Y Z and its observed location ( , )u vm m  on the image plane  
(Figure 14), we could then write:  
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λ λ= = =
+ + +q X q X q X  
 
The above description shows the manner in which equation (1) is derived.  The optical 
center 0 0( , )u v  is measured in pixel coordinates.  Thus, 0 0( , )u v  is a dimensionless pair of 
numbers indicating its position in the grid.  Figure 15 shows the inertial frame of a 
vehicle and the associated world-based measurements.  Typically, you only need the 
heading and pitch; however, in reality you also need roll so the analytical process 











Figure 15:  Inertial frame of an aircraft and the associated world 
coordinates. 
 














Figure 16:  A pair of primary relationships between frames. 
 
Step 1:  Compute the earth-fixed coordinates of several well-known points on the area to 
be surveyed. This would require choosing an arbitrary origin (could be a land mark point) 
and at least five other points.  Let these be:  
 
( ), , , 1,2, , .i i iX Y Z i N= ⋯  
 
Step 2:  Using some interactive procedure, including the possible use of an image 
processing toolbox (in our case the Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab [15]), we 
next locate the image coordinates of these control points in the image.  Let these be:  
 




Step 3:  Form a 2 11N ×  matrix A and a 2 1N ×  vector c such that:  
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Step 4:  Compute:  
 ( ) 1 ;−= t tq A A A cɶ  
Or 
( ) 1 ;−= t tq A ΛA A Λcɶ  
where, Λ defines the confidence of each observation by a non-zero weight. 
Step 5:  Compute: q  from qɶ   using the scalar ε  such that,  
 
2 2 2
9 10 11 1;q q q+ + =     and   12 1.qε =  
 
Step 6:  Compute and verify if  2 2 21 2 3 1q q q+ + =  and if  
2 2 2
5 6 7 1q q q+ + = .  If this holds true, 
then we can safely conclude that the image pixel dimensions are equal to unity and the 
optical center is exactly at the grid center of the image.  However, this is seldom the case 




Step 7:  Compute: 
• 3 3:    and  : .z zt T= =r q  
 
• 3 1 y 3 2: ,  and  :xα α= × = ×r q r q .  Note:  ;   and,  .u v
x y
f fα α= =
∆ ∆
 
• 0 3 1 0 3 2:      and     v :u = • = •r q r q   where ( / , / ) ( , )u o u v o v u vu vτ τ τ τ= ∆ = ∆ = are the 
locations of the optical center of the camera.  
 
• Construct the matrix: [ ], ,= 1 2 3R r r r from the 3x1 vectors ,   and .1 2 3r r r  
 
• Compute c= −c cT R t  
 
Step 8:  Repeat Step 7 for each camera.  
Step 9:  At this point, we distinguish between the vehicle frame coordinate system, the 
world earth-fixed coordinate system and the camera coordinate system.  The R  matrix 
computed in Step 6 is a product of two matrices, -- | | |F w c F c w⋅ =R R R  in which the former 
matrix is known through the IMU, and the latter matrix is intrinsic to how the camera has 
been fitted on the vehicle frame.  Thus, compute:   
1
| | |c F F w c w
−⋅ =R R R  
   and 
| | | |( )c F F w c w F w
−= −1T R T T  
where |F wT is the onboard GPS reading – indicating the position of the vehicle frame 
origin with respect to the IMU.  The values  |c FR  and |c FT  are intrinsic to each camera.  
They depend on the relative orientation and position of each camera to the vehicle frame.  
In general, the GPS and IMU positioning solutions should be kept closer together.  If not, 
the homogeneous transformations are likely to be prone to anisotropic errors in 
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displacements and locations of targets with respect to the platform.  Also, note that the 
optical center ( , )o ou v  and its equivalent image-grid-location ( , )u vτ τ  are intrinsic to the 
camera once a lens has been fitted and are most senitiv  to changes when using an  
auto-focus and/or an auto-aperture system.  Radial distortions have not been considered 
and would involve a more elaborate interpretation of  q. 
Videre Camera Calibration 
 The camera calibration of the Videre stereo system utilized a typical stereo pair of 
CCD cameras setup for capturing and processing video images.  A video capture board or 
frame grabber then digitized the video streams intothe main memory of the remote 
laptop computer located in the laptop tub (Figure 9). This experimental setup used the 
Small Vision System (SVS) program from SRI International [11] as the graphic user 
interface (GUI) during the image capture process.  Then, using the Camera Calibration 
Toolbox for Matlab functions [15], stereo pairs were created between the left and right 
cameras and used as input arguments into the Matlab code for the camera calibration.  
Once calibration was complete, the input arguments can be used to further process the 
images as defined by a particular user.  The method c sen for this calibration analysis, 
however, utilizes a unique setup.  A common procedur  for camera calibration involves 
viewing a planar calibration target from several different orientations while a pair of 
stereo cameras remains stationary.  Conversely, in this calibration, the stereo pair will be 
rotating and capturing images as it is moves through 360 degrees while suspended above 












Figure 17:  Calibration Checkerboard.  Top left is the X & Y origin 
Camera center of rotation is shown. 
 
The checkerboard overall dimensions are approximately 4 x 4.5 feet.  The exact overall 
dimensions are irrelevant to the camera calibration; however, the exact pixel dimensions 
(in mm) of each checkerboard square are very important in determining the intrinsic and 
extrinsic parameters of the stereo pair.  Figure 18 shows the dimensions of each square to 








Figure 18:  Calibration Checkerboard Dimensions.  Squares are  
53.975 mm x  53.975 mm on each side.   
Stereo Camera Center of Rotation 
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Other important characteristics of the calibration setup were previously listed in Table 2.  
The following analysis represents the calibration procedure used with the stereo cameras 
for both the 10 ft baseline and the 8 ft baseline, although only the 10 ft baseline 
calibration process will be discussed.  A complete detailed list of the calibration steps can 
be found in the Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab program [15].  First, the images 
were separated into 2 groups:  left camera calibration images and right camera calibration 
images.  Each set of left and right images were calibrated separately and were then 
combined for a stereo pair calibration.  Next the images were loaded into the memory of 
a PC by defining a base name and image format (bitmap in our case).  Once loaded, a 














Figure 19:  Left Calibration Images.  10 ft baseline calibration images. 












Figure 20:  Right Calibration Images.  10 ft baseline calibration 
images.  Cameras rotated through a 360 degree circle. 
 
Next, the overall grid corners were selected for each of the left and right images.  As seen 
in Figure 19 and 20, not all checkerboard squares ar  visible in each image.  Therefore, a 
calibration pattern had to be selected that would be visible in all calibration images.  A 
window search size of 11 x 11 pixels was used to manually select four corner points from 
each image to define the largest commonly viewable checkerboard pattern.  The selected 
corner points are shown in Figure 21.  The large green “O” in each image’s upper left 
corner represents the selected origin.  The green X a d Y axes are also displayed.  After 
the outermost corner points were defined, an automatic counting mechanism (or manual 
selection if desired) will count the number of squares within the defined parameters once 
the specific square size is defined.  In this case, each square has a size of  











































Figure 21:  Calibration Corner Points (left and right cameras).  10 ft 
baseline manually selected corner points.  X & Y axes and origin (all 
in green) are shown on the checkerboard.  Pixel dimensions are shown 











Figure 22:  Prediction of entire checkerboard corner points 
(left camera).  10 ft baseline computer generated corner points.  



























Figure 23:  Prediction of entire checkerboard corner points 
(Right camera).  10 ft baseline computer generated corner 
points.  Red crosses should be close to corner points. 
 
The program will then predict where each of the image corners are for each square within 
the user defined pattern as shown in the left image and right images in Figures 22 and 23, 
respectively.  The option now exists to accept the program generated corner points (if 
they are close to the actual image corners) or enter a distortion factor to account for the 
radial distortion of the images.   In this case, th corner points selected in Figure 22 and 
23 are close to the actual image corners and the program generated each corner point to 
an accuracy of about 0.1 pixels [15] for each image s shown in Figures 24 and 25.  After 
the corner extraction was completed for each image, the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters 
were calculated and the results are shown in the Results and Conclusions section of this 





























































 Figure 24:  Extracted corner points (left camera).  10 ft baseline 
computer generated corner points.  Corner points are accurate to 











Figure 25:  Extracted corner points (Right camera).  10 ft baseline 
computer generated corner points.  Corner points are accurate to 




Once the cameras were calibrated a mock scene was cre ted to simulate an urban 
environment and capture a robust set of images which could also be used as an analysis 
tool for verifying the accuracy of imaging algorithms in future work.  Figure 26 shows 
the objects to be used in the scene and Table 4 shows each object’s dimensions and 
orientation in relation to the origin of the X & Y coordinate system visible in the top left 
corner of each image.  Objects of different sizes, shapes and orientations were selected 
for the imaging process which were in high contrast with the black background.  The data 
in Table 4 is the “ground-truth” data (described in the Research Objectives) for 
verification of the depth information in future work during the image registration process.  
Figure 27 shows the setup of the objects within the mock scene.  A healthy set of 1600 
images (2 x 400 each right and left cameras) was taken t the 10 ft baseline and another 
1600 images (2 x 400 each right and left cameras) at the 8 ft baseline.  The 10 ft baseline 
images were taken with a 640 x 480 resolution and the 8ft baseline images were taken 
with a 320 x 240 resolution to allow for a more diverse image set to analyze.  Figure 28 
shows a captured left and right pair of mock scene images at the 10 ft baseline and Figure 
29 shows a pair of images captured at the 8 ft baseline.  By knowing the coordinates of 
each object with respect to the origin and each object’s dimensions (ground-truth data), a 
relationship can be made as to the accuracy of the spatial dimensions (2D dimensions 














Figure 26:  Mock Scene Objects.  Objects of various sizes and   
 shapes with known dimensions.  Objects will serve as ground-truth 
 data points. 
 
 
Table 4:  Mock Scene Object Parameters.  Data will serve as  
ground-truth information for verification of the algorithm accuracy 




Object Length Width Depth X (mm) Y (mm)
Box #3 406.400 304.800 203.200 5483.860 21653.183
Green Car 76.200 25.400 19.050 2822.575 10725.785
Box #2 241.300 152.400 101.600 8225.790 12096.750
Yellow Car 63.500 31.750 19.050 11209.655 5161.280
White Car 82.550 31.750 25.400 14435.455 19677.380
Sphere 139.700 0.000 0.000 15645.130 12379.008
Cone 304.800 101.600 0.000 17580.610 4435.475
Box #1 292.100 222.250 107.950 20241.895 19032.220
Birdhouse 209.550 152.400 177.800 22822.535 10161.270
Red Car 69.850 31.750 12.700 22419.310 6612.890














Figure 27:  Mock Scene Objects.  Objects shown with various 
orientations to the X and Y origin (upper left corner) in high contrast 
with the black background.  Overhead view (left image) and a 3D 




Figure 28:  Mock Scene Images (left and right cameras).  10 ft 
baseline at 640 x 480 resolution.  Images taken at 3.75 fps through a 






Figure 29:  Mock Scene Images (left and right cameras).  8 ft baseline 
at 320 x 240 resolution.  Images taken at 3.75 fps through a 360 degree 
rotation.  400 pairs of images captured. 
 
Chapter Summary 
 A brief description of the facility used with the small-scale imaging platform is 
defined.  The components of the platform are also characterized in greater detail and 
several images were provided which show the individual component characteristics and 
the overall design at completion.  Next, the theory f the imaging platform operation is 
outlined, demonstrated and discussed.  An explanatio  of the calibration mathematics, 
process and the associated parameters were presented and displayed.  An overview of the 
image registration process and the applicability and importance in verifying the  






Results and Discussion 
Overview 
 An explanation of the Matlab code [15] used and the results are shown for the 
calibration of both the 8 ft and 10 ft baseline.  An interpretation of image registration is 
given as well as a more narrow focus on the type of image registration required for the 
validation of data from airborne imaging platforms.  The need for a small-scale imaging 
platform for valuable data collection and analysis will be demonstrated.     
Calibration 
 The two steps used in the calibration process with the Camera Calibration 
Toolbox for Matlab [15] are initialization and nonlinear optimization.  Excluding lens 
distortion, the initialization process computes a closed form solution for the calibration 
parameters, while the nonlinear optimization minimizes the total reprojection error over 
all of the calibration parameters.  The calibration parameters used are described in the 
Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab [15].  The 10ft baseline calibration process 
converged to within 3/1000 of a pixel (2D) within 5 iterations and the 8 ft baseline 
calibration converged to within 3/1000 of a pixel (2D) in 4 iterations.  The results of the 







10 ft Baseline – Left Camera 
Calibration results after optimization (with uncertainties): 
Focal Length:           fc = [ 1823.50410   1394.40639 ] ± [ 97.47758   29.97083 ] 
Principal point:        cc = [ 319.50000   239.5000 ] ± [ 0.00000   0.00000 ] 
Skew:    alpha_c = [ 0.00000 ] ± [ 0.00000  ]   => angle of pixel axes =  
     90.00000 ± 0.00000 degrees 
Distortion:     kc = [ -1.03345   5.36270   -0.0157   -0.00210  0.00000 ]  
      ± [ 0.10726   3.43103   0.00141   0.00229  0.00 00 ] 
Pixel error:           err = [ 0.39710   0.41444 ] 
 
 
10 ft Baseline – Right Camera 
Calibration results after optimization (with uncertainties): 
Focal Length:          fc = [ 1730.65149   1221.23700 ] ± [ 151.98471   49.31769 ] 
Principal point:        cc = [ 656.19070   261.39494 ] ± [ 0.00000   0.00000 ] 
Skew:               alpha_c = [ 0.00000 ] ± [ 0.000  ]   => angle of pixel axes =   
                                  90.00000 ± 0.0000 degrees 
Distortion:                   kc = [ -0.47011   -0.77875   -0.02006   -0.09979  0.00000 ]  
                                         ± [ 0.04773   0.38888   0.00157   0.00589  0.00000 ] 




8 ft Baseline – Left Camera 
Calibration results after optimization (with uncertainties): 
Focal Length:           fc = [ 1195.24826   794.18894 ] ± [ 140.06847   33.04137 ] 
Principal point:        cc = [ 159.50000   119.5000 ] ± [ 0.00000   0.00000 ] 
Skew:               alpha_c = [ 0.00000 ] ± [ 0.000  ]   => angle of pixel axes =  
     90.00000 ± 0.00000 degrees 
Distortion:             kc = [ -1.23510   17.84935   -0.02496   0.01252  0.00000 ]  
        ± [ 0.23437   14.02673   0.00209   0.00317  0.00000 ] 
Pixel error:           err = [ 0.22021   0.19861 ] 
 
 
8 ft Baseline – Right Camera 
Calibration results after optimization (with uncertainties): 
Focal Length:           fc = [ 1150.04832   857.92774 ] ± [ 83.82160   23.21282 ] 
Principal point:        cc = [ 159.50000   119.5000 ] ± [ 0.00000   0.00000 ] 
Skew:               alpha_c = [ 0.00000 ] ± [ 0.000  ]   => angle of pixel axes =  
    90.00000 ± 0.00000 degrees 
Distortion:             kc = [ -1.20554   10.54276   -0.02945   0.03526  0.00000 ]  
        ± [ 0.21396   12.15550   0.00282   0.00433  0.00000 ] 




Image registration is the important task of transforming different sets of data, 
taken at different times, from different viewpoints, by different sensors into one 
coordinate system and is a crucial step in all post-imaging analysis techniques.  The past 
few decades have flourished with many new developments in image registration and the 
growth of image acquisition devices.   In just the last ten years, the Institute of Scientific 
Information reports that over 1000 papers have been published in the topic of image 
registration [16].  Most methods of image registration [17] are commonly separated into 
two main registration classes: 
a) Feature-based 
b) Area-based  
The two main registration classes are described by Zitova [16] as follows:  
         Feature-based methods first focus on detection of objects within the image that are 
easily discernable and detectable in both images.  Major surface or terrain objects make 
excellent features for extraction (forests, lakes, coastlines, rivers etc).  Once the features 
are detected the next step in the registration process is to match the various common 
points between the separate images.    
Area-based methods of image registration are more concerned with the  
feature-matching step, rather than first detecting certain details s in the feature-based 
method.  Without detecting the specific features in an image, the area-based method uses 
“window” type segments of an image, or even an entir  image, to match areas, regions or 
illumination and intensities which are similar in the images. 
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In general, 2D registration refers to relating two different stereo images in some 
manner which correlates both images to the same coordinate system, while 3D recovery 
refers to extracting the 3D information from video images which are essentially 2D.  The 
‘recovery’ portion is of the extraction of the depth information which was lost in the 
image processing of 2D images.  2D to 3D registration refers to taking a 2D image (with 
the loss of depth) and matching it against a known 3D scene and extracting the 3D 
information of objects in the scene, which may not have been in the original scene model.  
A good example of 2D to 3D registration would be of surveillance images from a 
downtown area where the model usually includes buildings and terrain information 
without the pedestrians, vehicles and other dynamic objects.  The chief task in video 
surveillance includes:  
1)  2D registration over time. 
2)  Forming incremental 3D recovery solutions from 2D registration and stereo 
     analysis. 
3)  3D registration of the imprecise, incremental and partial 3D data over time so  
     as to build a useful 3D model of the scene. 
4)  Using one or more 2D images as they become available and partially mapping  
      each against the 3D model to help understand and analyze the 3D dynamics of  
      the underlying 3D scene. 
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This thesis specifically defines image registration as the mapping of the same 
points between two or more 2D images and relating that information to a known 3D 
scene (the mock scene setup).  The mock scene setup has the “ground-truth” data built in 
since all of the objects have known dimensions, scale, rotation and position.  Similarly, 
the image registration used in Angel Fire relates the distinct features of 2D images to 
those features of a known 3D or reference scene (typically DTED or GIS data) as shown 
in Figure 30.  The challenge in image registration remains to overcome the loss of depth 
information inevitably found in optical imaging systems.  The design of a low cost 
imaging platform with which to more rigorously study these challenges is essential and 
can quickly provide a variety of image sets to analyze.  Therefore, the proposed  
small-scale imaging platform could provide valuable insight and allow for a better 
analysis of the accuracy of the image data required by Project Angel Fire or other 









     Images provided by Blasch [18] 
Figure 30:  3D Model Creation.  3D model created from the 
combination of 2D images and geographic reference information.  
2D Image 




 Several methods of calibration and registration are available for use in stereo 
image processing.  The method used in this calibration and the associated results of the 
basic calibration parameters are shown.  Image registration is explained in theory, but is 
left up to the user to manipulate and register the images from the data sets collected.  The 
choice of registration algorithms are dependent on the user requirements and the  
accomplishment of registration is beyond the scope of this thesis.   
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V.  Conclusions and Recommendations 
Conclusions  
The investigation and analytical evidence provided in this thesis show the 
significance for gathering rich data sets which can be used in the verification of the 
accuracy of imaging data received from an airborne surveillance platform.  One of the 
discrepancies in verifying the accuracy of information from airborne imaging platforms is 
the lack of ground-truth data. The difficulties arise due to the cost of surveying and 
controlling a vast area, as well as the presence of an inevitable source of error in the GPS 
or INS data.  It is also difficult to find a large number of easily detectable landmarks used 
to self localize each camera.  The inaccuracies are further compounded by the dynamic 
changes in camera orientation with respect to the aircraft frame, as it flies above the areas 
of interest in a circular pattern.  The small-scale imaging platform could be used to study 
these complex issues.  The small-scale platform simulates an airborne surveillance 
platform by capturing images in a 360 degree circle from above a known created or mock 
scene.  The platform is not rigidly fixed and can replicate some of the flight variations, 
namely pitch and yaw, that an airborne platform may experience during a surveillance 
sortie while capturing images.  Most importantly, the mock scene contains objects of 
known dimensions and orientation which can be used as the ground-truth data for 
verification of imaging algorithms.  Acquisition of this kind of ground-truth verification 
data is hard to obtain with current airborne imaging systems in areas where the objects 
being viewed are unknown or where there isn’t any DTE  or GIS information.   
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 The outlined research objectives of this investigation were successfully 
accomplished.  The entire project was completed for under $250.00 and meets all of the 
research objectives outlined in the introduction. 
A) (Objective) Modular – Hardware and software compnents of the system  
      should be easily obtainable and allow for swift reconfiguration during  
      operation. 
     (Objective met) – All components consist of common items found in any retail  
     or hardware store and can be reconfigured witha variety of options due to the  
      implementation of the IEEE 1394 (fire wire) and remote laptop computer  
      interface.   
B)  (Objective) Scalable – System operating parameters and configuration should  
      be employable at various facilities without any major modifications. 
(Objective met) – The entire system can be quickly disassembled (camera rod 
is the only item which needs to be removed for ease of transport) and moved 
to various facilities which offer any type of riggin  for a hanging  
structure – to include hoists, hard hanging points or hooks as long as the 
baseline camera rod has the clearance for rotation.  
C)  (Objective) Integration – Should abide by current FCC rules and regulations.   
      Common electrical and computer outlets should be utilized. 
(Objective met) – No FCC violations are present and all associated 





           D) (Objective) Low Cost – Should use commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)  
       materials. 
       (Objective met) – Project designed for under $250.00 and all components are  
                  standard off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware. 
 E) (Objective) Low Maintenance – Design should allow for infrequent, quick  
                  repairs. 
      (Objective met) – Once the setup was complete only minor adjustments  
      needed to be made.  No repairs were required during data collection. 
Recommendations 
 While the small-scale imaging platform proved it could obtain a robust set of 
images from a simulated airborne platform, several modifications and fine-tuning could 
be made to enhance the value of the system for futue work. 
 First, the conditions under which the platform operat s could be modified.  The 
images were obtained at a particular winch-limited-h ight of 6.5 feet; however, other 
facilities may offer different hanging fixtures whic  might facilitate greater platform 
heights.  Increasing the height of the imaging platform will increase the field of view for 
the stereo cameras and allow for a larger scene to be created on the ground.  A larger 
scene on the ground will allow for more objects to be placed in the scene and an increase 
in the data points to be collected for analysis.   
Various lighting conditions could also be explored.  An investigation into how 
lighting affects object recognition and the accuracy of object position data could be 
accomplished.  In addition, experimenting with different objects and their placement in a 
scene may lead to finding weak spots in the image registration algorithms for further 
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study.  For instance, having one object partially bock out another object when the stereo 
pair are at a particular location and seeing if both bjects could be detected and their 
positions found. 
Lastly, the digital projector could be used as a stipe-gird projector to enhance the 
object detection and registration of the viewed scene.  A simple Microsoft PowerPoint 
slide with a grid-like transmission of lines onto the scene below could be used to study 
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